
Chapter 1 

Expedition to Deepenwell – Benevolence 

They looked around, feeling haunted. Were they safe? The void cave went very deep below the surface. 

When the attack took place they all tried to run to the closest hole in the ground. This part of their 

country had many of those. Although this one turned out to be more than just a hole in the ground, it 

was an entrance to a very far reaching and branching tunnel system. It was what gave that part of the 

kingdom its name: Deepenwell.  

In this desert land there was only very little water. Most of it was found in underground rivers and 

gathered in natural cisterns. The inhabitants of Deepenwell took advantage of that and lived below the 

surface. It is a confusing entanglement of caves, chambers, rivers and grottoes.  

The dull sound of the impact of the adversarial artillery was still above them, whereas it all had started 

out as a peaceful evening.    

It was the first day of the journey their King Goodenhigh has sent them. They started in Beletosta and 

had already been going on horseback for many hours. The group enjoyed finally having solid ground 

beneath their feet again. The court jester was merely used to the hobbyhorse. Wisbert, the old wise 

man, also had a hard time sitting on the horse. The other two expedition members were warriors and 

used to riding.  

While they sat and the fire in the middle slowly burnt down, they enjoyed the food filling their hungry 

stomachs. Rascidasci looked up to the clear sky and noticed many shooting stars. He called Wisbert’s 

attention to the night sky and Jogodt jumped up as if a bee had stung him. He shouted, “Quickly, follow 

me! “  

He ran toward a cave. The horses foreshadowed bad predicament and neighed. They could get lose and 

galloped away without their riders in a back-breaking pace. The other three were frightened and 

followed Jogodt, the head of the army. Which they had done just in time, for merely seconds after they 

jumped up and ran a huge fire ball landed right where their camp had been. The rough landing made it 

explode in thousands of little flames.  

In the safety of the cave the court jester dared to ask what had been on his mind the whole time, “What 

was that all about, Jogodt?” The head of army turned toward Rascidasci, his eyes were very watchful, 

the jester could tell.  

Jogodt explained, “They are using their catapults to shoot at us. I hadn’t thought that the enemy was so 

close. We shouldn’t have made a fire. On the contrary to our army the soldiers of Grottania rather fight 

during the night. That is when they do best. They obviously saw our camp and used their catapults to 

aim at us. It is their strength, no doubt, and they almost had us.” 

At dawn the four fellowmen had left the beautiful castle with its many towers and flags behind and rode 

off as fast as they could. The wise man Wisbert had suggested starting looking for the gems in the east 



because it was the area that was most likely going to be conquered within days. In that very unfortunate 

case they then would not be able to get those two gems.  

Rascidasci hadn’t ever been father away from Beletosta than to its surrounding green fields. Past those 

wonderful fields they rode through beautiful, juicy meadows. The farther they rode the more the 

scenery changed into a bleak and dry steppe. After the hills with long dry grass it even got drier very 

quickly. The area looked like a huge dried up river bed. How could anyone live there? At a dune-like 

chain of hills at the border to Grottania they eventually rested for a bit. And then the sneaky attack took 

place, and it seemed to come out of nowhere.  

Well, and then their supplies were also gone, the good sausages, and the delicious pita bread. 

Everything had been destroyed during the attack, but at least they all were still alive. The horses had 

probably saved themselves as well; they were used to the noise of war.  

After a burdensome night they started exploring the caves and were able to reach even deeper into the 

system. The attack had finally stopped after a whole night of shooting and bombing above their heads. It 

seemed as if the enemy knew they weren’t dead yet but only hiding. On the surface they had probably 

dehydrated very soon and without their horses they had had no chance in the hot sun. Their voyage 

took them deeper into the earth. It wasn’t entirely dark there; green shining fungi exposed their path to 

them. The ceiling of the cave was covered with an unfathomable amount of glowworms. Their cold blue 

shimmer mixed with the green light of the fungi. Therefore the cave’s walls appeared in a purple shade.  

After Rascidasci found out that the cave had the best echo no one could stop him. According to his 

jester-personality he had to take advantage of the opportunity to have and spread fun.  

“Ladies and gentlemen! Tomato-colored audidummies! Experience our heroic quartet in never before 

presented scary atmosphere, headed by our courageous head of army, Jogodt – applause, applause.” 

It was wonderful how his announcement echoed in the caves. The sound seemed to be thrown back 

from ever surface it hit. All together he received ten echoes. Jogodt probably didn’t find it that funny, 

because he held onto the jester’s collar and daringly pressed his dagger against his neck.  

“Silence, you fool! Or do you want everyone to know that we are here?” Jogodt spoke behind his 

grinding teeth.  

„But lord of army,“ Rascidasci  tied to speak while he was being choked, “why are you being troubled? 

Do you want to shave my beard?” He did not understand his anxious reaction. Who should hear them?  

After four hours of wandering around they had to rest due to exhaustion, they had walked all that way 

only to find a dead end. They left the green shimmer of the fungi behind and were in the midst of a 

different herb’s orange light.  

All of a sudden the cave’s walls started to move and countless spears were pointing in their direction. 

The wall suddenly exposed statues that started talking, “In the name of king Goodenhigh – surrender!” 



After getting used to the situation they could see that the soldiers were wearing special cloaks that 

made it impossible to discern them from the walls.  

But then a voice said, “Lord of army Jogodt! It is truly you!” The situation cleared and it turned out to be 

one of Jogodt’s befriended officers. He had heard the jester’s screams from his position and because he 

had assumed it was perhaps intruders he and his soldiers had come as fast as possible to catch them. 

They were stationed there because of Grottania’s attack.  

They all could rest in the underground headquarters of their royal soldiers. Even though the inhabitants 

of that part of the country did not have a lot to eat they shared with their visitors. Every drop of water 

was cherished.  

Rascidasci gargled because he wanted to enjoy the refreshing feeling. They had scared looks on their 

faces, which were probably caused by the fear of him then spitting it on the ground. Of course he didn’t 

do that. The jester then wanted to joke around and waved his arms around. Surely it wasn’t on purpose, 

but he threw a jug over with delicious herb juice in it. All were shocked, he looked around. Would they 

punish him now? With his own eyes Rascidasci could see the kindness these people were known for. 

Instead of grumbling about it they got a new jug of their juice and started pouring into everyone’s cup 

with a smile on their faces. What a sacrifice that must have been, these people hardly had anything as it 

was.  

The court jester thought about all of that while he lay down to go to sleep, which wasn’t successful. He 

could not find rest. The cave they stayed in had a dusky atmosphere caused by the fluorescing plants 

around them. He also had to think about the king’s orders. How should they find the first gem?  

Wisbert, the wise man, told them that it has something to do with the special characteristic of each 

people. The inhabitants of these caves had a very special look. Due to their long presence under the 

earth they were very pale. Their skin was dry and prudish, almost like a scale.  Their eyes were 

disproportionally big and their hair blond and sometimes even white. They could hear and smell very 

well. Most of them had a very kind expression on their faces, their voices sounded patient and gentle. 

Benevolence - kindness was one of this people’s special characteristics; all four of them knew that. But 

where should they find the gem?  

Rascidasci woke up after finally falling asleep, even though it was a very light sleep. Next to him there 

was an old desert inhabitant. He had been watching him for quite some time, because as the jester 

finally opened his eyes, the old man contently breathed out.  

“You are looking for the gem of our people, am I right?” the man asked with an old and knowing voice. 

“How do you know that?“ Rascidasci asked all perplex. „Oh, that wasn’t too difficult. I was watching your 

camp. I heard you speak in your sleep. You said something about a gem, and that you can’t find it. I also 

heard you say “majesty“ over and over again, so I just put the pieces together. Oh, by the way: I am Ari.”  

The old man with understanding eyes paused and asked, “Do you want me to show you the way now?“ 

“Oh, Yes, that would, ... I would love that!” Rascidasci mumbled. The jester followed Ari. The other 



desert people they met bowed down before Ari in awe. Aha - the jester had assumed it. There was 

something dignified about Ari. He was probably a very important person in this country.  

Rascidasci couldn’t remember the exact path; they walked through so many tunnels and turned so 

often. They even walked through a huge cave in which a market took place. In one of the other caves 

they had planted pale green plants, more than one could count.  

After some time he realized that more and more water was dripping from the ceiling. At the beginning 

there were small rivers to both of their sides, the more they walked, the bigger they got. At last they 

arrived in a big cave that was bright as daylight due to the many light plants.  

Huge rock pillars protruded from the water high to the top of the cave where they vanished in the 

clouds of steam. All of the plants beamed in their own light, the mixture of the different colors reminded 

of the sun. What was so imposing about the cave were the numerous little rivers streaming down the 

walls, they gathered at the bottom in a great lake, which birthed three mighty rivers.  

“This is our treasure chamber, “ Ari shouted to be heard with the mighty sound around them. “Water is 

to us what gold is to you! Due to our desert we made the decision centuries ago to stay in the caves. 

And we are very grateful for every single drop of water and every bit of food that God gives us.” 

Ari turned toward a little boat with oars and waved the astonished court jester over. “Come, we must 

get to the island.” It was only then that Rascidasci saw the island in the middle of the lake. With strong 

rows Ari attempted to get them to the island. They were interrupted half way through. All of a sudden 

something huge and pink came closer and closer under water. “What is that, master Ari? It’s coming for 

us!” Rascidasci shouted out all scared.  

„That is the guard!“ Ari explained. “It is a huge olm, he watches the island. It took one hundred years to 

tame it. With a lot of patience and kindness our ancestors could teach him to get used to us. But he 

doesn’t like strangers!” With those words he opened a pouch, which he carried on his belt, and fed the 

olm while whispering something to him.  

 Shortly after that the huge olm vanished in the depth of the lake. On the island there was a deep hole, it 

was filled with water and looked like a little pond. Ari stood in front of it and made it clear to the court 

jester to do the same. All of a sudden the water stated to boil and bubble. It was obvious that something 

was moving in the depth of the pond. Suddenly a column rose from the water and stopped at the height 

of a man.  

Ari opened something in the column that looked like a drawer. He took something out of it and proudly 

presented it to Rascidasci. It was the first gemstone of the desert land. Ari shouted something in a high-

pitched note and the column disappeared to where it came from. He had to laugh when he saw the 

jester’s big eyes.  

“It was the guard! Below this island there are wells. I gave the guard a sign to stop the water from 

flowing onto the wells with his huge body. That way the water comes to this pond and pushes the 



column up. With the second sign I give him he opens the underground well again and the water can flow 

in its natural path, which allows the column to sink.” 

Rascidasci still stood astonished and petrified with his jaw dropped. Ari took his hand and placed the 

gem in his palm, and then he closed his fingers, shaping a fist. Within that fist he was now holding that 

precious stone. 

With wide opened eyes Rascidasci looked at the desert inhabitant. The jester was in tears, the gem was 

so important to his people.  

Ari spoke solemnly, “God is kindhearted toward us. And we want to be exactly the same toward you. 

You were in need of this gemstone to protect your people. What good would it do us if we kept it? I 

hope it helps king Gutenhoch to conquer the dark enemy!” 

Deeply impressed and stunned the jester followed Ari all the way back to where his fellowship was. He 

told them all about it. 

They had the first gemstone! Full of joy Wisbert started to quote from the book of life: 

Your flock found a dwelling place in it: You, O God, in Your goodness did provide for the poor and needy. 

(Ps 68:10) 

But then Wisbert, the wise man, gave them bad news as well: In his notes he found out that the second 

gemstone of this land was hidden somewhere on the hot surface. Now they had to return to the desert. 


